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THE
EURA MOBIL
QUALITY
COMPASS
Quality has many aspects - and this also applies
to motor homes. The Eura Mobil quality compass
acts as a symbol for the many aspects that we
take into account when developing and producing our vehicles. Over the following pages, we
show you in detail why there is more to our
products than just technical buzzwords - instead
we offer specific benefits for everyone who
travels with a Eura Mobil.
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Safety

Independence
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Furniture
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Sealed
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Seal-confirmed
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Figure left: Integra
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ALL-INCLUSIVE
TRAVEL WITH YOUR
EURA MOBIL
Set off and leave the worries of everyday life behind - your Eura Mobil will help you do
exactly this in every conceivable way. With their functions and characteristics inspired
by years of practical experience, our motor homes make travelling an endless delight.
Whether it be the generous storage space, protection from the weather thanks to the
GRP chassis, stability during winter and comfortable underfloor heating thanks to
heated double floors, insurance benefits or generous warranties - we've thought of
everything you could need to make your holiday worry-free. The readers of “Promobil”
have confirmed this, as they regularly put Eura Mobil at the top of the rankings for
“Motor Home of the Year”.
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Worry-free travel with
our guarantee promise
A 10-year guarantee against leaks and a 3-year furniture guarantee
ensure a truly stress-free holiday, completely aside from the reassuring
feeling you get when you see and touch the solid handles, sturdy door
profiles and stout furniture sides.

Cellar included
Page 18

Insurance
advantages too

Garage included
Page 18

Hail protection
included
Page 24

Underfloor heating
included
Page 18

Winter holiday
included
Page 16
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INTERIOR CONCEPT
Back-ventilated furniture
The free circulation of air
ensures even temperature
distribution and avoids
moisture from condensation.

MOBILE
LIFE
STYLE
The whole is more than just the sum of its parts.
Countless practical and carefully thought-out details
come together at Eura Mobil to give you travels
in stylish and high-quality surroundings. Here are just
a few examples of what we've thought of for you.

High-quality mattresses
7-zone cold-foam
mattresses guarantee
restful sleep.

Comfort washrooms
Bathtubs with an integrated or
separate shower cubicle offer
an oasis of wellness and
comfort thanks to pressure-controlled water pumps.
Drawers with soft-stop
technology
High-quality metal drawers
with soft stop and self-closing
mechanism offer a level of
convenience just like at home.
Floor storage
compartments
Smart additional storage
options offer a wealth of
space for provisions, shoes
and much more.

Up to six belt positions
With additional
safety belts, many of our
models become 5 or
6-seaters.

10
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Background lighting
The indirect lighting creates
effective mood lighting
throughout the interior.

LED bulbs
The energy-efficient LED
lighting protects battery
reserves and also provides
bright illumination.

Room divider door
On most vehicles over 7
metres long, you can benefit
from partition into two or
three sections with room
divider doors.
Height-adjustable beds
The central bed versions can offer
height adjustment if required –
providing the perfect storage
space underneath or particularly
easy access.

Table top
Table top with 360° twist
and push fitting, which can
be lowered as required

A sofa like at home
The curved
seating furniture features
high-quality upholstery
and ergonomically
shaped rests.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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SUPERSTRUCTURE CONCEPT

EXPERIENCE
AND AMBITION
Many years of experience in the construction of motor homes and constant
dialogue with our customers have enabled us to continuously improve
our vehicles even further. Consequently, every Eura Mobil offers a collection of
installations and functions that come together to achieve a truly great goal: to
ensure you enjoy relaxing holiday and wonderful journeys - as a couple, with
friends or with the family, large or small.

Lightweight construction
With innovative lightweight
materials in the body
and superstructure, there is
plenty of capacity for
additional cargo, even in
the 3.5-tonne class.

Spacious garages
Double floor and/or rear lowering
allow garages up to 125 cm in
height.

Full-length
double floor
Even more storage
for your luggage.

Warm air circulation
in the double floor
The full-length double floor
allows the circulation of air
and therefore even warming
of the floor surface.
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Insulated service trap
Double seals and
efficient insulation protect
against heat loss at the
service traps.

Heated water tanks
Fresh water tanks with a capacity
of up to 150 l stay fully functional
in the heated double floor, even
when it's frosty outside.

Insulated framed windows
Secure window locks
and insulated panes accentuate
the windows' convenient
operation.

Access door with window
and waste bin
The series fittings, which have
been added to this season, offer
even greater comfort.

External lights
No hunting around for
the keys, even in the dark - the
external lights come as
standard (from Profila T).

Wood-free GRP walls
Rot and hail-proof
materials for
many years of service.

Hail-proof
GRP chassis
Let your insurance premiums feel
the benefit of a hail-protected
GRP chassis.

Bonding technology
from aviation
Bonded chassis connections
ensure superlative stability and
protection against leaks.

Double glazing
Thanks to double-glazing in the
side windows, even our integrated
models offer excellent winter
properties (optional).

Winter-proof on-board technology
The installation of the on-board
technology in the double floor means
that water pipes and outlet valves are
protected from frost.

Floor heating effect
Thanks to warm air circulation and
heating pipes installed directly in
the floor surface, walking barefoot
is a treat, even in winter.

Electric shutters
On our integrated models,
the electric shutters or blinds
provide protection against
prying eyes and heat loss
(optional).

Comfortable access
Depending on the model,
an integrated, insulated step or
electrically actuated step ensures
comfortable access.

Low-frame chassis
The Fiat Camping Car Special or AL-KO
low frame, with their wide-gauge chassis
and low centre of gravity, ensure
excellent road holding.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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Q U A L I T Y C O M PA S S :

N E W S A F E T Y S TA N D A R D S
FOR THE PREMIUM CLASS

SAFE
ON TOUR
Feeling well also means feeling safe. Both while you're travelling
and at your destination. Here are a few examples of how we
deliver on this promise: State-of-the-art technology such as an
LED daytime running light, twin-eye reversing camera or
the inclusion of the superstructure door in your Eura Mobil
Integra's central locking system.

14
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LED lighting technology

Central locking

The daytime running light, headlight,
daytime driving light, turning light and tail
lights are already designed with LED
technology as standard on the Integra. The
brighter and more even road lighting
provides additional safety, especially at
night. On the rear turning lights, we install an
LED running light with direction indicator. The
increased conspicuousness for follow-on
traffic also helps to ensure more safety.

The radio-controlled central
locking system encompasses not only the driver's cab
doors, but also the extra-wide door of the superstructure. This means that you
can always rely on the fact
that locked truly means
locked.

Twin-eye reversing camera

Driving safety

The Prestige package includes the
twin-eye reversing camera. With its classic
function as a reversing aid, it makes
manoeuvring significantly easier. It also
allows the driver to monitor the road
directly behind the vehicle and the traffic
following on behind.

As with all motor homes from
Eura Mobil, we have also
carried out extensive chassis
and driving safety checks on
the new Integra as part of the
development process. Our
top-class liners have also of
course successfully passed
these tests.

Everything under control at all times
In the interests of active safety, our Integra top-of-the-range model
comeswith LED lighting technology as standard. Added to this are the
central locking as standard and optional twin-eye rear-view camera.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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Q U A L I T Y C O M PA S S :
RE ADY FOR WINTER

FEELING
GOOD
COMES AS
STANDARD
Take a holiday whenever and wherever you want - a promise we
can make to you with a clear conscience. That's because with the
efficient, full-length insulation in the walls, the heated double floor
installed as the frost-proof cellar of your Eura Mobil, you can even
take your motor home holiday right to the ski slopes.
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Shut-off valves in
the double floor

Reinforced pipe
water system

Double
floor insulation

On the Activa One and
Integra, the shut-off
valves for the water tank
are installed in the double
floor away from the frost.

The water pipes in the
double or technology floor
are insulated and heated.
We also use Hartflex pipes
for fresh water and stable,
reinforced pipes for waste
water.

How a feel-good climate
is created: the underfloor
surface is insulated in
Eura Mobil motor homes,
while the floor surface is
insulated and also heated
from underneath.

Full-length
insulation

Heated and insulated water tanks

Floor
heating effect

Uninterrupted insulated
surfaces in the floor, roof
and walls prevent cold
bridges at the floor-wall
joints. Even the service
traps are fully insulated.

The fresh water tanks are
heated and insulated in all
series. On the Profila T/RS
and Integra Line, the waste
water tank can also
optionally be insulated.

The laying of the heating
pipes directly on the
upper floor guarantees
efficient and even
heating. The air circulation in the double floor
works like floor heating.

Additional driver’s
cab insulation

Heated double
floor

The driver's cab can also
optionally be insulated:
with a separating curtain
and all-round insulation or
electric front roller blind,
double glazing, parking
heater and floor heating.

Our vehicles with the
appropriate equipment
fulfil the EN 1646 standard,
achieving the highest
classification "winterproof". The lines are also
protected even in hard frost.

Installations just like at home
The heated water system uses stable,
reinforced pipes. As a result, it protects
both fresh water and waste water from
frost. The double floor also serves as a
luxurious method of underfloor heating
for true barefoot comfort.
Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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Q U A L I T Y C O M PA S S :
INDEPENDENCE

4,500 LITRE
LUGGAGE
VOLUME
To offer you every kind of freedom, all Eura Mobil motor homes are
suitable for use all year round and specially equipped for the "great
escape". Your independence comes from the full-length heated
double floor with a storage capacity of up to 4,500 litres. For long
journeys and / or trips with up to six people, your Eura Mobil is
well-prepared: up to two batteries and up to 150 litres of fresh
water can be accommodated in the double floor.
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Large water tanks

Floor hatches

Service traps

Up to 150 litres of fresh
water can be accommodated on board as
standard - protected from
frost in the double floor.

Allowing comfortable
access from inside to the
storage space and / or
on-board installations.

The service traps with
fully insulated inlays and
double seals protect
against potential heat
loss.

Lightweight
aluminium
reinforcements

Battery

Large garages

The batteries are
accommodated in a
protected, space-saving
way in the double floor.
(Profila T: under the
passenger seat)

Thanks to double floors
and / or garage lowering,
you can enjoy a clearance in garages of up to
125 cm.

Stable and lightweight
reinforcements support
the floor surface and give
you plenty of scope to make
the best use possible of the
storage space available.

Technology space
The on-board technology
disappears completely
into the double floor keeping the interior free
for your travel things.

Three functions in one:
The double floor is an additional storage space with a height of up to
37 cm. In summer, it provides a cool cellar and in winter it houses the
underfloor heating. And it serves as a frost-free utility space for water
tanks and so on.
Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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Q U A L I T Y C O M PA S S :

LIGHTWEIGHT ARCHITECTURE

LIGHTWEIGHT
The new lightweight architecture makes Eura Mobil motor homes
the especially lightweight representatives of their class. Thanks
to screw-free, bonded connection technology inspired by the
world of aviation and the use of lightweight and highly stable
components made from GRP, these models offer excellent long-term
quality with an especially low weight.
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Wood-free walls
Since we are able to avoid using heavy wooden struts, our
GRP walls save lots of weight. They are nevertheless so
stable that even hail has no impact on the external walls. A
full-length, lightweight layer of insulation joins the external
wall with the equally weight-saving GRP internal wall. Our
GRP "miracle material" is also moisture-resistant.

New lightweight construction architecture
The structure of the floor surface used by Eura Mobil
quietens the sound of footsteps and is easy to wipe clean.
Its top layer is made from PVC, while underneath is a thin
layer of plywood. The 35 mm-thick insulating and supporting layer is made from special foam, finished with an
underneath layer of moisture-resistant GRP.

Floor plate without additional
reinforcement profile
Hardened polyurethane foam creates additional reinforcement at the junction with the wall. An additional aluminium
reinforcing profile can therefore be dispensed with.

GRP fully moulded parts with lightweight
insulation
Moulded GRP parts are filled inside with hardened polyurethane foam. This combination makes the construction
extremely stable yet lightweight at the same time - and also
provides extremely efficient insulation.

Sealing and design profile in a single
component
They can even be used between the walls and the roof
without a single screw. To do this, a lightweight, powder-coated aluminium profile is bonded across its entire surface.
This means we can do without an additional cover profile
on the joining point, making the construction even lighter.
Less weight thanks to GRP The floor
surface made from GRP alone reduces the
weight by 25 kg to 50 kg compared to
comparable floor plans from earlier
productions. Added to this are new
materials and innovative connection
technologies.
Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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Q U A L I T Y C O M PA S S :

GUARANTEED QUALITY

ALL-ROUND
PROTECTION
In the “Eura Mobil Sealed Structure” concept, the advantages of
high chassis stability combine with long-term quality and an
attractive design. With modern bonding methods borrowed from
the world of aviation technology, the result is a fully sealed
superstructure without any screw connections through to the outer walls. The floor-wall connections are secured from inside with
screws and then fully bonded along the entire length of the
structure. The twin-component industrial adhesives used by Eura
Mobil feature outstanding stability: an entire motor home
weighing 3.5 t can be hung from a bonded profile length of one
metre! The wood-free walls are insulated throughout and therefore offer the best properties for winter.
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Structure of
the all-round seals
The Eura Mobil principle of seal-vouched quality: a fully protected
structure is built from a fully bonded,
seamlessly sealed chassis with
corrosion-resistant materials in the
floor plate, walls and roof. The
bonding makes screw connections
with the outer walls completely
unnecessary, which minimises the
risk of leaks. Eura Mobil creates
end-to-end, efficient insulation thanks
to a wall structure that is completely
free of wood.

All-round protection

4

Holzfreie
Wand
3

1

Da wir auf schwere Holzverstrebungen verzichten können,
sparen unsere GFK-Wände viel Gewicht. Dennoch sind sie
so stabil, dass den Außenwänden selbst Hagel nichts
anhaben kann. Eine durchgehende, leichte Isolierschicht
verbindet die Außenwand mit der ebenfalls gewichtssparenden GFK-Innenwand. Und feuchtigkeitsresistent
ist das
2
„Wunder-Material“ GFK auch noch.

Aluminium continuous casting profile
The design as a semi-profile inside avoids
cold bridges. At the adhesive groove, the wall is fully
bonded and sealed and then riveted from the inside.

1

Stability through quality
Eura Mobil supplies a particularly stable and torsion-resistant superstructure. To do this, we
use high-stability moulded parts made from glass-fibre reinforced plastic (GRP) and chassis frames
made from lightweight and stable aluminium profiles. However, the aluminium profiles in the floor
plate, which form the torsion-resistant foundations, remain invisible. The stability of the GRP walls
and roof has also been proven in hailstorms, as a test by "Promobil" 02/2010 demonstrates.

Floor plate with lightweight,
stable XPS insulation
It offers efficient insulation. Additional aluminium
cross-braces prevent chassis torsion. while GRP provides
protection both inside and out.

3

Hardened polyurethane foam

Wood-free GRP wall

The edge area of the floor plate is reinforced with extra-durable PU foam. It prevents cold bridges and any
absorption of water.

Hail-resistant and corrosion-proof, fully insulated, free of
cold bridges inside and out, moisture-repellent
and easy to clean and repair into the bargain.

2

4
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Q U A L I T Y C O M PA S S :
GRP CHASSIS

WONDERWALLS
Glass-fibre reinforced plastic - or GRP. This material is the secret
behind many of the advantages that Eura Mobil offers both
inside and outside its motorhomes. GRP combines many contradictions: parts made from this material weigh very little, yet they
are exceptionally stable. They achieve a high level of stability and
avoid material stresses. They are superbly resilient to environmental influences such as moisture, stone chips, road salt or
even hail, and also offer excellent insulation against cold, heat
and even sound.
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GRP base floor

Protected
entrance area

Easy to
look after

Wheel arches and the
entrance area are protected against corrosion with
stable moulded GRP parts.
Stable aluminium aprons
offer effective scuff
protection for the edges of
the chassis.

Compared to walls made
from sheet aluminium,
GRP surfaces are easier
to repair if accidents
occur and also easier to
look after.

GRP wall

GRP roof

The wood-free GRP wall is
bonded throughout to the
roof and floor, instead of
being bolted on in isolated
places. This means there
are no holes in the external
wall through which water
could penetrate.

Moulded GRP roofs with
treadable XPS insulation
provide protection
against hail, offer sound
insulation, can be walked
on and offer a wealth of
design possibilities.

Precision
components

GRP fully
moulded parts

GRP internal wall

The base floor is clad
entirely in GRP and
therefore given excellent
protection against
weathering, stone chips
and road salt. Even the
entrance is made from a
moulded piece of GRP.

All GRP parts in our
vehicles are filled inside
with hardened polyurethane foam. It makes the
construction extremely
stable yet at the same time
very light, ensuring
efficient insulation.

The use of interior and
add-on parts made from
GRP ensures superlative
stability and material
stress-free connections
with the walls of the
superstructure.

Modern parts moulded
from GRP provide superb
stability and allow a
signature design.

Stable and versatile
Another advantage: GRP allows us to
create moulded parts that are almost or
completely impossible to manufacture
from other materials. This means we can
create practical solutions and beautiful,
signature shapes.
Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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Q U A L I T Y C O M PA S S :

T E N -Y E A R G R P C H A S S I S
WITH ADHESIVE TECHNOLOGY

FOR OTHERS IT'S
INNOVATION, AT EURA
MOBIL, IT'S TRADITION
What our competitors are currently celebrating as an innovation,
Eura Mobil is already celebrating its tenth anniversary. We have
been using corrosion-resistant superstructures made from glass
fibre-reinforced plastic (GRP), with wood-free walls, since 2006.
Initially scorned due to the higher amount of work required in
production, Eura Mobil has now long since been regarded as an
icon of modern chassis technology in the motor home construction industry. To date, no other large-volume manufacturer has
used this bonding technology in the production process so
consistently. The screw-free connections have a number of
advantages, including an especially torsion-resistant and therefore quiet chassis. Furthermore, the seamless connection and
sealing of superstructure components result in first-class characteristics when it comes to leak resistance and offer an outstanding, long-term quality of the superstructures. This means they
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can reliably withstand hail, environmental influences and even
signs of chassis fatigue.
The “Eura Mobil Sealed Structure” brings numerous advantages
for our customers: excellent reliability, simple care and low
third-party, fire and theft insurance premiums are convincing
arguments in favour of Eura Mobil superstructures. To mark its
tenth “anniversary”, we are therefore extending the leak guarantee for our superstructures from six to ten years for all new
vehicles. That’s because we’ve proven what we’re guaranteeing.
The guarantee is available at no extra cost for all superstructures
from the 2017 season onwards. With a warranty up to a total
kilometre limit of 150,000 km, Eura Mobil exceeds conventional
industry standards on this point too.

The modern GRP material and
bonding method taken from aviation technology creates a
structure that is fully sealed
without any screw fixings to the
outer walls. You can rely on it.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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Q U A L I T Y C O M PA S S :

FURNITURE EXPERTISE.

THE 1,000PART
PUZZLE
Did you know? The furniture of a large integrated model alone
comprises almost 1,000 parts. This complex task calls for the
furniture of our motor homes to be designed using state-of-the-art
CAD workstations. These ensure superb precision and a safe
design. The three-dimensional represents ensures practical
furniture designs. The result is quality you can see and feel.
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Our own furniture
workshop

Furniture profiles

Pull-outs with
soft-stop
mechanism

Invisible yet efficient: The
additional aluminium
profiles in the wall units
ensure increased resistance against warping. This
helps to avoid material
stresses and therefore
annoying creaking noises.

Smooth-running and stable
metal drawers, which are
even self-closing with soft
stops for particular convenience, are the highlight of
the base unit (from Profila T).

Solid door
handles

Superb
stability

Lightweight
upper floor

Stable metal handles and
doors with solid wood
frames bear testimony to
the sturdy, long-lasting
quality of Eura Mobil
furniture.

The supports for our
furniture designs are
made from wood that is
up to 3 cm thick – for
reliable and stable
furniture-making.

How a feel-good climate
is created: the underfloor
surface is insulated in
Eura Mobil motor homes,
while the floor surface is
insulated and also heated
from underneath.

Practical details

High-quality
workmanship

All our furniture is made
in our own workshop.
Modern, computercontrolled CNC milling
machines are just as
important here as the
craftsman skill of our
employees.

Lots of small details, such
as the rounded edge
guard on the seat boxes,
ensure maximum
everyday practicality.

The hallmarks of our
furniture: passion for
detail, precision and
structural safety, as well
as decades of experience
that have always resulted
in the best solutions.

Of machines and men
The Eura Mobil carpentry division
achieves the superlative quality of our
furniture with both automated, CNC-controlled milling and time-served manual
craftsmanship from our experienced
carpenters.
Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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OUR MOTOR HOMES YOUR INDEPENDENCE

FRO M PAG E 6 0

FRO M PAG E 94

INTEGRATED

TOP CABS
Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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SEMI-INTEGRATED:
PROFILA T

Highlights
Under 2.90 metres in height
Even as a semi-integrated model with
lift-up bed “hidden” in the ceiling (Profila
RS) and double floor, the total height is
less than 2.90 m.
Stylish design
Insulated fully moulded GRP components create an attractive, stylish
silhouette.

Total length (m)
Total width (m)
Total height (m)
Internal width (m)
Standing height (m)
Load capacity (l)

PT 675 SB

PT 695 EB

PT 695 HB

PT 720 EB

PT 720 QB

PT 725 QB

PT 730 EB

6,99
2,32
2,86
2,17
1,98
1.500

6,99
2,32
2,86
2,17
1,98
2.700

6,99
2,32
2,86
2,17
1,98
2.700

7,41
2,32
2,86
2,17
1,98
3.000

7,41
2,32
2,86
2,17
1,98
1.500

7,41
2,32
2,86
2,17
1,98
1.500

7,41
2,32
2,86
2,17
1,98
1.500

Large and comfortable lift-up beds
Virtually invisible in their stowed state,
when they are pulled out they provide a
comfortable sleeping option for two
people (standard equipment on the
Profila RS)
Wide superstructure door with window
and central locking (optional)
Lots of comfort and security thanks to
two-point locking; also with rubbish bin
and dustpan and brush.
Lightweight double floor
The end-to-end double floor is insulated
and heated. Storage compartments in
the floor increase the volume of storage
available in the interior.

PROFILA RS

More comfortable, lower,
“Coupé access”
Integrated and fully insulated access
step made from GRP

Total length (m)
Total width (m)
Total height (m)
Internal width (m)
Standing height (m)
Load capacity (l)
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PRS 675 SB

PRS 695 EB

PRS 695 HB

PRS 695 QB

PRS 720 EB

PRS 720 QB

PRS 725 QB

PRS 730 EB

6,99
2,32
2,89
2,17
1,98
1.500

6,99
2,32
2,86
2,17
1,98
2.700

6,99
2,32
2,89
2,17
1,98
2.700

7,09
2,32
2,89
2,17
1,98
1.500

7,41
2,32
2,89
2,17
1,98
3.000

7,41
2,32
2,89
2,17
1,98
1.500

7,41
2,32
2,89
2,17
1,98
1.500

7,41
2,32
2,89
2,17
1,98
1.500

96/130 3.000
litres: maximum load capacity in
the rear storage area
(Profila RS 720 EB)
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1,98

4

metres: Maximum bed length

metres: Standing height in all
semi-integrated models from Eura
Mobil.

sleeping areas 2 fixed beds in the
rear and 2 space in the lift-up bed
/ seating area

0
°v
o
ide

on th
eI

ern
nt

et

kW/HP engine power, base
vehicle Fiat Ducato 16" / 3.5t,
optionally up to 180 HP

2,10
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S E M I - I N T E G R AT E D

PROFILA T
Experience the world unfettered and with spontaneity. Discover places you never even knew existed.
To do that, you simply need a Profila T. Just enjoy every day, wherever you are.
The semi-integrated added-value motor home offers you top-class technology even in the entry-level
range from Eura Mobil.

For travel with up to 4 people

For all travel situations

Travel with lots of luggage

Floor plans with 2 sleeping
areas plus optional additional
bed for up to 2 people

Spacious seating area with
lengthways sofa, carefully
thought-out kitchen, variable
washrooms

Large cupboards, spacious
garages and smart storage
areas

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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A WO RLD O F S PAC E

EXPERIENCE
FREEDOM
Open, spacious, free - just the way you want to
feel on holiday, that’s just how the interior of
the Profila T is designed. The large panoramic
window brings the wonders of the sky to you
and invites you to dream and relax. The fluid
transition between the sleeping, living and
cooking areas give you the impression of
unending space. And the seating area for up to
six people means you can spend hours relaxing
and enjoying great company. Thanks to the
high-quality and generous fittings, you may
even sometimes forget that you’re staying in a
motor home.
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WORLD OF COOKING

ROUND-THECLOCK
ENJOYMENT
Why be dictated to by the opening times of a
restaurant when you’ve got your own with you
24/7? In the spacious kitchen, you can magic up
a tasty menu at any time and in any location.
The right ingredients can be stored perfectly in
the numerous drawers, while for perfect
preparation the sink can be covered and the
work surface extended.
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The kitchen in your Eura Mobil offers modern
furniture with a wealth of practical details. Like the
tap, for example, with swivel outlet, the extra-wide
kitchen drawer with chrome-plated opening button
or the colour-accented worktop.
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WORLD OF WELLNESS

A BATHROOM
THAT MIRRORS
YOUR TASTES
When the day starts with a refreshing visit to
the bathroom, the Profila T is on top form. It
offers you plenty of space and comfort for all
your pampering needs. Depending on what
floor plan you choose for your Eura Mobil, there
are various options available for the washroom
and shower. Yet all of them make the best
possible use of the space available for your
personal mobile spa area. Practical design,
sophisticated fittings and an appealing design
all come as standard. When an adventure-filled
day winds down, the bathroom in your Eura
Mobil is once again the wellness zone for you to
feel at home in and in which to prepare yourself
for a restful night.
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Welcome to the wellness area: the integrated
bathroom in the Profila T offers a delightful
ambience. Warm colours radiate from the real
wood, with the best light for applying
make-up, shaving and styling hair before
going out, a bright and friendly, spacious
shower - with all this luxury, a visit to the
bathroom in the morning and evening is a
truly feel-good experience.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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WORLD OF SLEEP

DREAMY BEDS
FOR YOUR
DREAMS
A good night's sleep is crucial for enjoyable and
relaxed experiences on the next day of your
holiday. The sleeping area of the Profila T offers
exactly the floor plans and bed arrangements to
fulfil your every wish. The stylish ambient
lighting helps you drift gently off to sleep - giving you the perfect light for a little light
bedtime reading or watching a crime thriller on
the TV. And with the rests next to the bed,
every traveller has plenty of space for their bits
and bobs. Luggage and bedding can be tidied
away beautifully under the folding bed bases.
The 7-zone cold foam mattress, which makes
each of the variations the ideal solution for
sweet dreams, guarantees a good night's sleep.
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S E M I - I N T E G R AT E D

PROFILA RS
What could be more wonderful on holiday then always experiencing that first day anew? That feeling of discovering so
many new things and understanding the importance of the smallest details. This is how travelling in the new Profila RS
feels - a Eura Mobil that offers everything: compactness and storage space, functionality and comfort. For
those who do not like to be without anything on their travels. For many first days of an unforgettable trip.

For travel with up to 4 people

For an incredible feeling of space

Floor plans with 2 sleeping
areas at the rear and 2 more in
the lift-up bed over the seating
group

Generous sofa with lengthways
arrangement, mechanical
lift-up bed, carefully planned
kitchen and space-optimised
bathroom

For a cosy atmosphere
High-quality interiors,
comfortable fabric or leather
covers, ambient lighting

Maximum storage space
Large cupboards, spacious
garages and smart storage
areas

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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SUPERSTRUCTURE CONCEPT

FUNCTIONALITY AND
DESIGN
The design of the semi-integrated Profila RS is
characterised by the elegant curved GRP roof,
which blends harmoniously with the superstructure. Design that makes a difference, since
instead of a simple increase in the side wall
height, the lift-up bed is integrated securely
into the stable GRP moulded section, leaving
plenty of space to install flexible solar panels!
Inside the motor home, the generous feeling of
space impresses, produced primarily through the
"sunken" lift-up bed integrated flush into the
ceiling. Thanks to its lightweight upper floor
and lightweight yet stable bed, the Profila RS
can be loaded with a practical maximum of four
people in the 3.5-tonne class.
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The 1.93 x 1.40 m
lift-up bed is
one of the most
picturesque
places in the Profila RS
thanks to the large
panoramic window.

A WORLD OF DREAMS

GETTING UP
IS SOMETIMES
OVERRATED
Just stay in bed a little longer. Let the calm
wash over you and let a place work its magic.
This is best enjoyed on the large lift-up bed,
because the large panoramic window makes you
feel like you're sleeping out under the stars. It's
a fantastic place to dream of new worlds or
simply just to lie there and count the clouds. Or
read your favourite book from cover to cover
- the integrated lighting offers plenty of
brightness to do just that. So getting up isn’t
always necessary after all.
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WORLD OF SLEEP

ALWAYS TIME
FOR THE
MOMENT
Every moment is precious, especially on holiday
and on your travels. So there has to be opportunities to actually take the time for those
special moments. And the space for your own
thoughts. The Profila RS has an open architecture and spacious seating area that are just
perfect for this. Numerous windows offer plenty
of perspectives on the outside world and the
panoramic glass roof makes you feel like you're
under a great big sky. For your moments.
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A WO RLD O F WE LL- B E IN G

HAUTE
CUISINE FOR
HOLIDAY
GOURMETS
The Profila RS offers a kitchen that is a true
paradise for chopping, grating and cooking. The
ergonomically shaped kitchen front, the
three-burner hob and the stainless steel sink with
fold-down work surfaces are the ideal essentials
for culinary delights. The drawers as well as the
hanging cabinets and floor traps hold everything
a holiday gourmet could wish for. All this
preparation is richly rewarded with wonderful
food enjoyed in the spacious and cosy living room.
From breakfast and lunch to a dinner party.
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With many floor plans,
the spacious bathroom
can even be used by
two people at the
same time - while one
person showers, the
other can use the
stylish washstand and
mirror. Or if you close
the sliding door to the
front part of the
vehicle, you can enjoy
your very own private
dressing room.
Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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INTEGRATED:
Our new Integra flagship model spoils travellers with its especially spacious interior, sumptuous lighting technology, sophisticated materials
and countless comfort details. The new luxury liner from Eura Mobil is available either in a total length of 7.15 metres or 8.99 metres, and on
the three-axle version either with single beds or a central double bed. The Integra Line range from Eura Mobil offers premium travel
comfort in a more compact format. Yet despite the compact construction, this model still offers you luxurious surroundings, high-quality
materials and practical floor plans. Always on board: the advantages familiar from Eura Mobil such as the heated double floor and longlasting chassis made from GRP composite materials.

INTEGRA LINE

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

IL 655 EB

IL 675 SB

IL 695 HB

IL 695 EB

IL 695 QB

IL 720 EB

IL 720 QB

IL 725 QB

IL 730 EB

I 700 EB

I 700 HB

I 760 EB

I 760 QB

I 890 EB

I 890 QB

6,99
2,32
2,88
2,17
1,98
2.000

6,99
2,32
2,88
2,17
1,98
1.500

6,99
2,32
2,88
2,17
1,98
2.700

7,09
2,32
2,88
2,17
1,98
2.700

7,09
2,32
2,88
2,17
1,98
1.500

7,41
2,32
2,88
2,17
1,98
3.000

7,41
2,32
2,88
2,17
1,98
1.500

7,41
2,32
2,88
2,17
1,98
1.500

7,41
2,32
2,88
2,17
1,98
1.200

7,15
2,32
2,92
2,17
1,98
2.200

7,15
2,32
2,92
2,17
1,98
2.200

7,89
2,32
2,92
2,17
1,98
3.000

7,89
2,32
2,92
2,17
1,98
1.700

8,99
2,32
2,92
2,17
1,98
3.000

8,99
2,32
2,92
2,17
1,98
1.700

Total length (m)
Total width (m)
Total height (m)
Internal width (m)
Standing height (m)
Load capacity (l)
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INTEGRA
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96/130 3.000
litres: maximum load capacity in
the rear storage area
(Integra 890 EB)

1,98

5

metres: Maximum bed length

metres: Standing height in all
integrated models from Eura Mobil

people: Up to five
sleeping areas and five
approved seats

360
°
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kW/HP engine power, base
vehicle Fiat Ducato 16" / 3.5t,
optionally up to 180 HP

2,10
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S E M I - I N T E G R AT E D

INTEGRA LINE
Dream yourself away, or even better simply drive there. That’s what freedom is. And this freedom can be experienced in
your very own way with the Integra Line. We’ve built it for everyone who wants to go their own way and enjoy the natural
diversity of the landscape along the route. For everyone who loves exceptional design, especially when it comes from natural
shapes. The Integra Line models blend in with their environments and offer the last word in luxury and comfort. Making
sure freedom is there to be enjoyed whenever you want it.

For travel with up to 4 people

For luxurious travel comfort

For maximum storage space

Floor plans with 4 sleeping
areas plus optional additional
beds (conversion of the seating
area), and up to 5 seats with
safety belts

Double floor heated and
insulated throughout, 7-zone
cold foam mattresses, ambient
lighting, exclusive design

Thanks to the lowered
garages, the rear storage
space can hold up to 3,000
litres and more

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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EXTERIOR

A HEADTURNER
Shapes inspired by nature meet high-tech
elements such as the modern and bright LED
bulbs or the dynamic GRP front mask - it is
this exciting combination of concepts that gives
the new Integra Line its dynamic character.
With the additional chrome elements on the
headlights, radiator grille and rear included in
the Exclusive package, the new Integra Line
confidently shows off its true class.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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INTERIOR

TAILOR-MADE
On all Integra Line models you can choose
between the natural, muted Chalet features in
their bright, wild oak look, or the luxurious and
stylish Navarra interior with its fine wood look.
And of course, the Integra Line also comes in a
range of customised floor plans to precisely suit
your needs.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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LIVIN G S PAC E

SPACE FOR
YOURSELF
AND EVERYONE ELSE
A successful holiday comes from blending
moments of solitude with shared experiences.
Sometimes you might want time out from
relaxing and instead some lively conversation.
The Integra Line offers space for everything - its
areas flow together to create a spacious living
area, but can also be sectioned off with sliding
doors with most floor plans. This ensures you
always have enough space for you and everyone
else.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
2015/2016
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AN OASIS OF WELLNESS

YOUR PRIVATE
ISLAND OF
WELL-BEING
Whether you want to “defrost” after a day on
the ski slopes or want to freshen up after a long
walk in the height of summer, the bathrooms of
the Integra Line models are always the ideal
location. And of course, the spacious bathrooms
also provide the perfect facilities for getting
ready in the morning or evening , or a refreshing shower in between. And the pleasure never
ends - whether in culinary form in the Integra
Line's large and well-planned kitchen, relaxed
company in the comfortable seating corner or a
little holiday reading in the cosy sleeping area.
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Whichever floor plan
from the Integra Line
you choose, a
spacious bathroom is
always included: as a
central washroom with
integrated shower
room on the IL 655 EB
and IL 690 HB, as a
rear washroom with
integrated shower
cubicle on the IL 670
SB or as a washroom
with separate shower
on the Integra Line 720
QB, 720 EB, 725 QB
and 730 EB.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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WORLD OF COOKING

A FEAST
WHEREVER
YOU ARE
Bathed in light, spacious and with a great view
that makes the meal taste even better. So it's
great that you can create a wonderful feast in
the professional kitchen of the Integra Line
wherever you are, thanks to the ergonomically
shaped work surface and large drawers with
handy self-closing and soft-stop function.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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A WO RLD O F WE LL- B E IN G

UNCOMPROMISINGLY
SILENT NIGHTS
A good sleep is important. Doing it the way
you prefer is what makes the difference. This is
why the Integra Line offers tailored solutions for
the sleeping facilities you prefer - whether
separate beds or a queen-size bed. Clever
lighting and space for a cool drink on the
bedside cabinets make the bedroom the perfect
space for winding down in.
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For people whose
motto in life is "space",
the "storage cabinets
instead of lift-up bed"
option is their choice
at the front of the
vehicle - for even more
headroom and a more
spacious feel in the
living space.

A WORLD OF COMFORT

RELAX
IN STYLE
Even the Navarra interior in dark, fine wood
shades puts you almost automatically in the
holiday mood: wall unit flaps with a high-gloss
look and fine chrome appliqués exude an
atmosphere of stylish luxury. New comfort
features such as the electric drainage valve for
the waste water tank, or the electrically
controlled lift-up bed (optional) upgrade
the new Integra Line to an exclusive compact
liner.
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I N T E G R AT E D

INTEGRA
With its Integra flagship, Eura Mobil has completely redefined the top-class motor home.
The emotionally striking, yet functional and safety-conscious lighting design both inside and out
accentuate this liner's luxurious character. Subtle ambient lighting and state-of-the-art LED
technology combine to create an impressive symphony of light.
High-quality materials, first-class workmanship, stylish architecture and the extremely spacious
interior design come together to form an incomparable atmosphere of well-being. Climb aboard
and be enchanted from the very first moment of your journey.

For travel with up to 5 people
Passengers can make
themselves comfortable in up
to five (I 700 EB: four) seats
with safety belts.

For a luxurious atmosphere
Light as the central design
element for stylish design and
atmosphere

For maximum storage space
Up to 3,000 litres (I 890 EB)
of storage space in the rear
garage.

For all-year-round travel
Winter-proof superstructure,
water installation entirely within
the heated double floor

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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In the living area, a
luxurious lengthways
sofa with sumptuous
cushions instead of
classic back upholstery and up to seven
seats on the three-axle
models, as well as a
solid, two-pedestal
table, define the
Integra's lounge
character. At the press
of a button, the
flat-screen TV
concealed behind the
side seat rises up.

LIVING ENVIRONMENTS

WELCOME TO
LUXURY
LIVING ON
THE MOVE
In the new Integra, we offer you a furniture
architecture that has been developed exclusively
for our new top model. Glossy wall units with
high-grade wood appearances and broad chrome
inlays testify even at first glance to this luxury
liner's premium-class aspirations. A lavish
abundance of chrome elements can also be
found in the base units, and in a host of other
details.
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PURE LUXURY

STYLISH
FLAGSHIP
Luxuriously upholstered seats with exclusive
stitching offer the perfect invitation to sit on
the comfortable pilot's seats or on the comfortable and stylish sofas. The high-quality materials
and skilled workmanship that has gone into
every piece of furniture in the Integra highlight
the tasteful character of comfort and style. The
visual connection to the wall units in the living
space is created with elegant, moulded parts,
producing a harmonious unit of the living space
and driver's cab. And the precision-adjustable
ambient lighting creates the perfect mood, either
during the day or at night.

Elegant details accentuate the luxurious character of
the new flagship from Eura Mobil. In the front of the
vehicle, there is a spacious lounge with L-shaped sofa
and side sofa to create a unique world of well-being.
When the sliding door between the kitchen and
bathroom is closed, a contact switch illuminates the
acrylic glass panel with a floral light graphic, creating
effective wall lighting instead of simply partitioning the
two rooms.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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A WO RLD O F WE LL- B E IN G

TAILOR-MADE
WELL-BEING
Manageable dimensions, such as those offered
by the Integra 700 EB, in no way contradict the
spacious interior design and true luxury. In the
living area, a comfortable L-shaped sofa with
comfortable back cushions provides the perfect
opportunity to relax. The swivel pilot seats are
integrated into the seating group so that, in
combination with the freely mobile table top, a
comfortable round table for up to 4 people can
be created. Full-height wardrobe, the versatile
kitchen block and a smart washroom are also
featured on board.
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WORLD OF COOKING

DELIGHTING
GOURMETS
The kitchen in the Integra will leave even
demanding chefs open-mouthed. This is because
here too, Eura Mobil combines luxury with
practical details. Take the extractor hood which
is included as standard, for example, or the
electric lift, which lowers the espresso machine
out of its elegant glass display cabinet. Even an
oven is included as standard on board, while the
160-litre refrigerator comes with a 30-litre
freezer compartment. The worktop and storage
compartments are indirectly illuminated. The
worktop-mounted three-hob cooker and stainless
steel sink are transformed into extended work
surfaces thanks to their glass or chopping board
covers when not in use.
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INTEGRA 700 HB

TRUE GREATNESS COMES
FROM WITHIN
The Integra 700 HB, with its innovative floor
plan, offers an exceptional amount of space for a
length of just 7.15 m. The core element of this
smart space concept is a large bathroom that is
mounted cross-wise in front of the height-adjustable double bed in the rear. A mirrored sliding
door to the bed and a further sliding door to the
kitchen turn the bathroom into a separate,
spacious dressing room when required. The
impressive amount of available space continues
in the large kitchen with an ergonomic worktop
and a 160-litre refrigerator.
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WORLD OF SLEEP

EXCLUSIVE
SUITE - BUT ON
WHEELS
Even the spacious bedrooms in the Integra
mean almost limitless comfort: the generous
wardrobes have plenty of space to offer even
long winter or evening wear without any
problems. Dimmable ambient LED lighting
bathes the room in soft light, while bright
reading spotlights make bedtime reading a pure
delight. The roomy beds are designed as a
central bed, transverse bed at the rear or as
single beds and can optionally be ordered with
massage mattresses. And under the beds, an
especially roomy garage offers plenty of space
for luggage, sports equipment and much more.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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The bathrooms in the
Integra are a world of
well-being all of their
own: the three-axle
models feature the
illuminated reed inlay,
which is repeated in
the bathroom door. A
sophisticated slate
look graces the
shower wall. Unadulterated wellness:
comfort rain shower
with integrated wall
heating.
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OASES OF WELLNESS

LUXURY BATHROOMS WITH
A REFRESHING
NEW CONCEPT

The Integra 700 EB has a swivel
washbasin to allow maximum use of
the space available while at the
same time allowing superb ergonomics. These are the details that
make our many years of experience
of motor home construction truly
appreciable.

The Integra's luxurious oasis of wellness greets
you in the morning and is available all day long
whenever you need to freshen up. The spacious
bathrooms in the Integra 890 EB and Integra
890 QB (pictures left) as well as the variable-use
central washroom in the Integra 700 EB (picture
right) leave no wish ungranted when it comes to
wellness and comfort.
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A WORLD OF COMFORT

PERFECTION
IN THE
DETAIL
Workmanship and experience, coupled with the
desire to create maximum comfort, is a promise
that Eura Mobil makes - and keeps - in
countless details in the new Integra. The lift-up
bed in the driver's cab, which comes as
standard, provides an additional sleeping space
and also offers passengers a comfortable seating
height. Special moulded parts create a visually
fluid transition to the living area. The wall unit
doors are equipped with solid spring closures.
These ensure not only reliable closure, but also
spoil travellers with their superlative feel of
quality. You'll enjoy your stay in the Integra
anew each day.
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T V PU LL- O UT
TV pull-out behind the side sofa
for a 32" TV set.
(Optional: I 890 EB & I 890 QB)

S O FA WITH
A LOUNGE
AT M O S P H E R E
Luxury sofa with individual
cushions and neck rolls.

PU LL- O UT WARD RO B E
Handy pull-out cabinet for
jackets, coats, etc.
(Integra 890 QB & 890 EB)

AMBIENT LIGHTING
Ambient lighting can be
completely dimmed and
programmed.

C O M F O R T S E AT S
Electrically heatable and height
adjustable, with lordosis
support. (Option)

E Y E - C AT C H I N G
SLIDING DOOR
Sliding door with illuminated
reed inlay.

STYLISH HANDLES
Solid cabinet and door handles,
chrome plated.

PRACTICAL UTILITY
C O M PARTM ENT
Utility compartment with
access to all of the key connections.

F I R S T- C L A S S S O U N D
5-channel sound system incl.
TV connection.

HUGE GARAGE
Large and wide garage with
lashing eyelets, storage
pouches and anti-slip mat,
available with organisation
system on request.

CABINETS LIKE
AT H O M E
Multi-function cabinet in the
entrance area (bottle holder,
glass holder, shoe compartment).

WELLNESS SHOWER
Wellness shower with wall
heating, illuminated inlay and
slate look.
(Integra 890 EB & 890 HB)

C A B I N E T S AT T H E R E A R
One clothes cabinet on each
side of the bed, wall units curved
inwards (Integra 890 QB).

LUXURY COOKER
2-part glass plate, hob at the
top, oven.

EXCLUSIVE
C OFFEE ENJOYMENT
Espresso machine can be
lowered electrically into a glass
cabinet.

EXTRACTOR HOOD
Extractor hood in the kitchen
with integrated clock.

ON-BOARD CONTROL
B ED STO R AG E S PAC E
PAN EL
Large storage space in the bed
All of the electrical control elebox for linen, covers, etc.
ments are hidden away behind a
flap above the superstructure door.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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TOP CABS:

Highlights
The largest top cab in its class
The Activa One from Eura Mobil offers
the maximum amount of space possible
in its elegant top cab.

The top cab models from Eura Mobil offer bed combinations for up to 6 sleeping areas, depending on the floor plan and options selected. So it's great that this impressive choice of space looks
so stylish at the same time. The Activa One is therefore the first choice for families and amateur
athletes, as well as for rental.

Well equipped for winter
The top cab is insulated and heated, with
water tanks and installations situated in
the heated double floor.
High-quality components
High-quality components such as the
framed windows, electric step and so
on, even in the entry-level series.

ACTIVA ONE

Eura Mobil “sealed structure”
The modern GRP composite technology
makes the chassis of your motor home
not only lightweight and perfectly
insulated, but also ensures protection
from hail and corrosion.
Huge load capacity in the double floor
The top cab models from Eura Mobil
offer a double floor all the way through
with a height of 37 cm and lots of
storage space.

6,44
2,32
3,13
2,17
1,98
1.500

6,44
2,32
3,13
2,17
1,98
1.800

6,99
2,32
3,13
2,17
1,98
3.800

36

et
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5,99
2,32
3,13
2,17
1,98
1.700
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A ONE 690 HB
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A ONE 650 VB

o
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A ONE 630 LS

°v

Total length (m)
Total width (m)
Total height (m)
Internal width (m)
Standing height (m)
Load capacity (l)

A ONE 570 HS

96/130 4.300
kW/HP engine power, base
vehicle Fiat Ducato 16" / 3.5t,
optionally up to 180 HP

litres: Maximum load capacity in
the rear storage area

37

1,98

6

centimetres: Double floor height

metres: Standing height in all top
cab models from Eura Mobil

people: up to 6 sleeping areas
and 6 approved seats

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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TOP CABS:

ACTIVA ONE
Simply packing everything up without having to worry if everything will fit in.
It's not a dream, it's a reality with the Activa One. The top cab all-rounder is an inspiration with its loading capacity
of up to 4,000 litres. Thanks to its intelligent lightweight construction, there's plenty of space for cargo even in
the 3.5-tonne class. Even bulky recreational equipment can be accommodated with ease, and there's still space left
over for small and even large holiday items. Carefree travelling with maximum independence. Travelling with the
Activa One means experiencing freedom. Over every mile.

For travel with up to 6 people

For the ideal use of space

For holidays with children

Depending on the floor plan
and bed configuration, 4 or 5
beds plus additional bed

Third, pull-out platform bed
available on request (AOne 650
VB); space-optimised washrooms, enormous garages

Numerous sleeping options,
robust furniture and
installations

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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AC TIVA O N E 570 H S

THE COMPACT
SPACE
MIRACLE
So much interior space with a vehicle length of
just 5.99 metres - this really is bordering on a
miracle. With the Activa One 570 HS, a classic
rear seating group floor plan merges with the
top cab series, which reinforces the traditional
advantages of this room division concept further
with new ideas. In addition to the large living
space, the 570 HS offers a separate, almost roomheight refrigerator (140 litres) and especially
spacious storage areas in the 37-cm-high double
floor, which can be accessed via three large flaps.
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A WO RLD O F S PAC E

SPACE FOR
THE WHOLE
FAMILY
On board the new Activa One, everything that
belongs on a family holiday comes together:
sturdy furniture, up to six sleeping areas and
seats and long-term, premium-class quality.
Enjoy relaxed reading in the spacious top cab or
enjoy an evening meal together – thanks to its
practical division of space, the light, airy and
friendly interior offers plenty of space for
families with up to four children. The harmonious interior design with stylish metal handles
and bright surfaces on the wall units and
worktops make staying on board a pleasure. If
desired, the ambient lighting can also bathe the
living area in at atmospheric evening glow.
Who would ever want to leave?
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A WO RLD O F WE LL- B E IN G

ONE ROOM,
MANY
PROSPECTS
The Activa One is much more than a motor
home. The fresh interior elevates the impression
of robust spaciousness to an experience of
infinite value: the feeling of true freedom.
Whatever view you take of the interior of the
Activa One, the total of three different floor
plans creates a range of handy storage options.
The ergonomically shaped Flow-Line kitchen on
the 630 LS ensures plenty of space to move
around on board.

The kitchen in the
Activa One offers a
three-burner hob with
glass cover, large work
surface and a tap with
swivel, anti-drip outlet.
The 140-litre refrigerator, deep wall units and
drawers with metal
runners hold utensils
and provisions.
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WORLD OF WELLNESS

MORE PLACE
IN LESS SPACE
On the Activa One 650 VB and 690 HB
models, you can simply pull the slatted central
washroom door closed to create a self-contained
shower cubicle in the blink of an eye. Or enjoy
the spacious comfort of the rear washroom with
separate shower on the Activa One 630 LS. This
is the modern face of intelligent room division.
Part of your world of wellness whatever the
configuration: the spacious storage cabinet,
stylish mirror, handy and comfortable single-lever fittings and cassette WC with large
roller-mounted tank. As well as many carefully
planned details such as the quiet, pressure-controlled water pump or siphons against odour
formation.
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The handy platform
beds at the rear of the
Activa One 650 EB
allow the perfect
family holiday. The
optional third platform
bed increases the
number of available
sleeping areas to six
- and can be removed
when not required.
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SMART COMFORT

THE FEELGOOD FACTOR
LIES IN
THE DETAIL

C O M F O R T AT T H E
PRESS OF A BUTTON

NEW
Always clean and comfortable:
disposal with the electric drainage
valve for the waste water tank.
Standard on the Profila T/RS and Integra / Integra Line

S TO R AG E S PAC E
CONVENIENCE

Our many years of experience of mobile home building is reflected in the
countless carefully thought-out details of your Eura Mobil. Some of them
you might only discover after a few trips. Yet every single one of them
helps to make your trips and your time on board as enjoyable and pleasant
as possible.
Storage space on demand: customised division of the double floor with
plastic separators. (Available on all
top cabs, carried out by the dealer
on site)
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WARM COMFORT

NEW
Adopt the sleeping position without
lifting a finger: the electrically
actuated lift-up bed on the Profila
RS. (Option)

NEW
A clear view in an instant: heated
panoramic front windscreen (option
on integrated models)

NEW
Always frost-free: heated and
insulated floor well integrated into
the double floor for the waste water
tank. Standard on the Profila T/RS
and Integra Line

NEW
Smooth heat shield: insulated
framed windows integrated flush
into the external wall.

Just like at home: hot water heating
now also on the semi-integrated
models.
(PT/RS 720 EB, 720 QB and 730EB)

MOVEMENT IN COMFORT

360°

EXCLUSIVE
Supplies always to hand: floor
storage compartments with handy
grip eyelet.

Bottomless security: preservation of
the entire rear storage space thanks
to belt anchoring of the passenger
seats to the walls instead of the
floor plate. Standard on the A One
570 HS

EXCLUSIVE
Spa bath in a compact package: real
bathroom with two sliding doors in
the new Integra 700 HB - on a length
of just 7.15 m!

Sofa or seat? - both! A removable
side bench for the fourth seat on the
integrated and semi-integrated
models.

Take a seat wherever you want: table
top can be swivelled and moved
around 360 degrees.

Eura Mobil 2018/2019
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WELCOME TO OUR
WORLDS OF WELLNESS
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WORLD OF SLEEP

THE FREEDOM
TO SIMPLY STAY
LYING DOWN
Drift along, only doing what you want to do.
You can simply stay in bed, too. With your Eura Mobil,
you can do exactly that in true comfort. Here's where you’ll
enjoy the luxury of a holiday apartment and the freedom
of always being mobile. Use this freedom whenever and
wherever the fancy takes you.
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WORLD OF SLEEP

WELL RESTED
FOR EVERY DAY
OF THE HOLIDAY
In hotels, beds and mattresses are often a matter of luck. In your Eura Mobil, they are
the result of careful development and your personal choice. And they’re there for
every day of your holiday.
Depending on the model series, floor plan and equipment, you can determine the
arrangement and number of sleeping areas so that they best fit the number of
travellers, your needs and not least your personal preferences. All of the variations
are comfortable and practical. And in many cases, a room-dividing door separates
the sleeping area from the living area, providing peace and privacy when you are
travelling with several people. So you and your fellow travellers can start every day of
the holiday well refreshed.
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Highlights
7-zone cold foam mattresses
mould perfectly to the
sleeper's body
Stable bed bases
some of them with
underneath ventilation for an
even better sleeping climate
LED reading lights
for reading before bed or
during the darker seasons
Practical storage areas
near the bed for bits and
bobs, drinks, reading
material and more
Optional additional beds
for other travellers, depending
on the model series and floor
plan
Mechanical or electrical
lift-up beds
for even more storage space,
depending on the model series
and floor plan
Mini skylights over the beds
for a dream-like view of the
stars

PERSONAL SLEEPING COMFORT AND LARGE
GARAGE (EB)
Separate single beds are positioned lengthways to the direction
of travel, with a central storage area or night stand. In most cases,
the bed bases can be folded to allow access to the garage, which
can be up to 125 cm high. With separate shower, also with
room-dividing doors to the front of the vehicle. In series: Profila
T/RS, Integra Line, Integra, Terrestra A/T

THE COMFORT BEDROOMS
(LOW SI NG LE B ED S / EB)
The separate single beds positioned lengthways to the direction
of travel offer an especially comfortable, low bed access. A
passageway leads from the washroom in the rear of the vehicle
with separate shower, while a room-dividing door screens off the
front of the vehicle.
In series: Profila T/RS and Integra Line (730 EB)

CENTRAL BED, COMFORT ACCESS
FROM TWO SIDES (QB)
The double bed is installed longitudinally at the rear and offers
night stands and wardrobes on the left and right. An adjustable
bed frame often provides access to the storage space. If the
bed is hydraulically height-adjustable, it allows a range of garage
and bed access heights. In series: Profila One,
Profila T / RS , Integra Line, Integra

B E D RO O M WITH VARIAB LE
U S E O F S PAC E (Q B)
Two sliding doors from the sleeping area with queen-sized bed to
the washroom and a room-dividing door from the washroom to
the front of the vehicle make the shower, toilet cubicle and
washroom each usable separately. The washroom with wash
basin is installed centrally in front of the bed.
In series: Profila T / RS, Integra Line

C O M FO RT B ED FO R C O M PACT
VEHICLE LENGTHS (SB)
The comfort bed offers low access;
its frame can be folded up to provide access to the storage area.
Access is available from the front and the side. Installed next to
the bed is a lengthways washroom with separate shower. In
series: Profila T, Profila RS, and Integra Line

B ED WITH GAR AG E FO R C O M PACT
SUPERSTRUCTURE LENGTH (HB, VB)
The cross-ways installation of the rear bed or double bed allows a
particularly efficient use of space - the beds fill the width of the
vehicle with spacious garages underneath. A step in the foot
section provides access.
In all series (HB), VB in Active One
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WORLD OF WELLNESS

THE FREEDOM
TO MAKE TIME
FOR YOURSELF
When days are full of adventure, new discoveries and
new experiences, evenings are ideal for retreating into an oasis
of calm in your motor home. For relaxation and recuperation,
for refreshment and enjoyment. Eura Mobil offers wellness
in a compact space for exactly this. High-quality and
functional - for those peaceful moments in life.
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You can enjoy a
shower experience
of a very special kind
thanks to
the new lighting
options in the shower.
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WORLD OF WELLNESS

OUR
CONTRIBUTION
TO YOUR
WELL-BEING
You don’t actually have to even think about the many carefully thought-out
details in the washroom and shower of your Eura Mobil. Yet in the
background, smart technology is constantly working to create your wellness
experience: A powerful and quiet water pressure pump to transfer water
from the fresh water tank with a capacity of up to 150 litres boasts durable
metal fittings and water pressure just like at home. The water pipes run in the
double floor, thereby taking up no space in the interior. Waste water is
captured via an odour-trapping pipe system with siphon and transferred to a
waste water tank. This is how clever ideas and high quality contribute
towards your feeling of wellness every day.
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Highlights
Integrated or separate
shower cubicles
for maximum comfort with
optimum use of space
Single-lever fittings
for easy adjustment of your
favourite water temperature
Fittings with ceramic
cartridges for easy use, even
with very hard water
Large storage cabinets and
mirrors
ensuring that you don't have
to be without anything, even
in a mobile bathroom
230 Volt socket
for hair dryer, razor, and
so on

B AT H R O O M
Maximum versatility: four sliding doors give you the option of
using the toilet, washroom, shower and bedroom separately. As a
result, all travellers have plenty of freedom to move around and
enjoy maximum comfort. Handy features
include the large mirrors as well as the folding seat, which allows
manicures or pedicures to be performed while sitting down, for
example.
In series: Profila T, Profila RS, Integra Line, Integra

WA S H R O O M A N D S E PA R AT E S H O W E R O N T H E
720 EB / QB
The bathrooms integrated into these models also offer superlative comfort and, thanks to their ergonomically optimised use of
space, they also offer plenty of freedom of movement. Thanks to
the separate shower with sliding door, travellers can enjoy
endless wellness luxury.
In series: Profila T, Profila RS, Integra Line

6 5 5 E B C O M B I N AT I O N WA S H R O O M
The Integra Line 655 EB models have a large, integrated round
shower that can be closed off from the rest of the washroom with
two sliding doors. Spacious storage cabinets and mirrors offer
the ultimate in bathing comfort
here too.
In series: Integra Line

L E N G T H WAY S WA S H R O O M
On the SB floor plans, the lengthways washroom located next to
the bed offers an integrated shower cubicle and a bench toilet
with folding seat. The clever arrangement of folding shower
doors in the passageway means that users of the mobile bathroom can delight in an astonishing amount of space.
In series: Profila T, Profila RS, Integra Line

REAR WASHROOM
The individual rear washrooms in the Activa One 630 LS and
Integra Line 730 EB are impressive due to their separate shower
and spaciousness.
In series: Activa One, Profila T, Integra Line

C O M PACT WAS H RO O M
The compact bathroom with its swivel washbasin offers a smart
solution for more freedom of movement.
In series: Activa One, Profila T, Integra Line
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The sink and cooker
are covered to create
additional work
surfaces, while large
drawers offer storage
space for all ingredients and kitchen
utensils. Smart details
such as the underfloor
storage compartment
as a mobile wine cellar
add the finishing touch
to the gourmet
experience.
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WORLDS OF KITCHENS

THE FREEDOM
TO ENJOY
SPECIAL
MOMENTS
Look back over the day. With a good glass of wine
and a tasty meal in a very special location. This is what the
kitchens from Eura Mobil were created for - despite the
limited space, they are the perfect workplace for professional
cooks and offer everything you could need for gourmet
experiences that memories are made of.
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Highlights
3-hob cooker with electric
ignition
Perfect heat distribution and
convenient operation
WORLDS OF KITCHENS

MOBILE
COOKING
COMFORT
Breakfast on the beach, lunch in the mountains, dinner by the lake. Cosy,
convivial mealtimes for the whole family or a romantic dinner for two. With
the exclusive kitchens from Eura Mobil, you have the choice every single
day of where, when and for whom you prepare and enjoy the next meal
with. And cooking on the road can be just as relaxing as it is at home. The
perfect division of space, carefully planned storage facilities and a wealth
of practical details, framed by a stylish setting, means that even the most
exacting demands are met.
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Large refrigerator
Depending on the model,
floor plan and options, up to
175 litres
Drawers with metal roller
runner guides
for maximum stability and
service life
Drawers with self-closing
and soft stop
make using them easier and
closing them quieter
Deep drawers and wall units
for ample storage space
Tap with swivel anti-drip
outlet
prevents dripping during the
journey

FLOW-LINE KITCHEN
The flowing design of the Flow-Line kitchen transitions smoothly
and harmoniously into the seating area. At the same time, this
space concept offers deep drawers and a large, ergonomic work
surface. The deep, sectioned wall units
offer further storage space.
In series: Activa One, Profila T and RS, Integra Line, Integra

L E N G T H WAY S K I T C H E N
Where the floor plan allows it, the kitchen is designed
as a lengthways work area. The particularly expansive kitchen
windows in this case make the kitchen bright and airy, while wide
drawers offer a wealth of storage space.

WIDE DR AWER
Because drawers simply offer more storage space and organisation than cabinets with wing doors, we’ve equipped the base units
of all Eura Mobil kitchens with drawers. In the models with
lengthways kitchens, they are even extra-wide for an extra portion
of storage space.

DEEP GAS BOX
The propane gas canisters used for the cooker and heating are
located
in the low gas box and therefore do not take up
any valuable storage space in the kitchen. The low position
means that changing the gas canisters is quick and easy.

TA P W I T H A N T I - D R I P O U T L E T
A simple turn is our genius solution to dripping taps: when not in
use and especially before travelling, turn the tap in your Eura
Mobil kitchen upwards, and so nothing can drip out.

T WO - PART S IN K C OVER
From the Profila series upwards, split sink covers are used that
can be used with great flexibility to enlarge the work surface.
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A WORLD OF UPHOLSTERY

SIGNATURE LIVING
ENVIRONMENTS
CREATED À LA CARTE
East, west, home’s best - but keen travellers might disagree. Especially if you’re travelling
in a Eura Mobil. Because then you have the living environment that matches your personal tastes and requirements right there with you. Choose the covers of your seating area
in your Eura Mobil from our range of high-quality and durable fabrics or stylish and
high-quality leathers. And make your Eura Mobil your very own home from home.

ACTIVA
ONE

BORNEO

Examples with the Integra stitching type

Beige leather

Grey leather
SOFIA
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PROFILA T ∙ PROFILA RS ∙ INTEGRA LINE ∙ INTEGRA

COMO / MAKA /
CHALET

SIENA / LENTO /
NAVAR R A

DARA / OLBIA /
NAVAR R A

PISA / VILA /
CHALET

S O F I A / KO TA /
CHALET

SAMOA / MAKA /
NAVAR R A

CALI / MAKA /
CHALET

CALI / MAKA /
NAVAR R A

L E AT H E R G R E Y / KO TA
/ CHALET

L E AT H E R G R E Y /
KO TA / N AVA R R A

L E AT H E R B E I G E /
OLBIA / CHALET

L E AT H E R B E I G E /
O LB IA / NAVAR R A
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Eura Mobil GmbH
Kreuznacher Straße 78
D-55576 Sprendlingen (Rheinhessen)
Tel. 0 67 01 / 20 3–200
Fax 0 67 01 / 20 3–210
info@euramobil.de
www.euramobil.de

All of the information in this brochure relates to the products listed herein and does not apply to any other products of Eura
Mobil GmbH. The models illustrated in this brochure show the features available in Germany. They may also contain optional
equipment and accessories that are not included with the standard scope of delivery. All weights quoted are values with a fluctuation limit of +/- 5 per cent. Due to legal regulations, differences from the model variations described here and equipment
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